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Abstract. We consider convolution equations in the ultradistribution spaces

3>'^Mp) and 3>£Mp] , q € [1, oo], of Beurling and Roumieu type of L«

growth. Our main aim is to find conditions for convolution operators to be

hypoelliptic in 3>'^00p and 3i'I\X3p respectively, in terms of their Fourier

transforms.

1. Preliminary

The results of Malgrange, Ehrenpreis, and Hormander on the solvability and

hypoellipticity of convolution equations in Schwartz's spaces stimulated many

mathematicians to study such problems in various subspaces of distributions.
We cite here only results of Zielezny [18, 19] and Pahk [13] since they are con-

nected with our results. The research of the convolution equations in the spaces

of ultradistributions was started fifteen years ago by Chou [4] and Grudzin-
ski [7] and was continued by Cioranescu [6], by Braun, Meise, Taylor, Voigt,

and their cooperators (see [1, 12] and references therein), and Pilipovic [17],

who started investigations of hypoelliptic convolution equations in ultradistri-

bution spaces similarly as it was done for distribution spaces by Zielezny. In

this paper we accept that Denjoy-Carleman-Komatsu approach to the theory of

ultradistribution and study hypoelliptic convolution equations in the Beurling

and Roumieu ultradistribution spaces 3^Mp and 3^) , q 6 [1, oo], which

are generalizations of the space 3'L„. These spaces have been investigated by

Pilipovic, Cioranescu, Carmichael, and Pathak (see [14, 5, 2, 3]). An analogous

problem but in the distribution spaces 3'Lq, q e [1, oo], was investigated by

Pahk [13]. Some of Pahk's considerations are easily transferred to the problem

that we consider, but many problems appear to be specific for ultradistributions

and they have been solved.

Let us recall the basic facts about the ultradistribution spaces 3'^Mp^ and

3L\Mp}, q e [1, oo], of L" growth and the spaces ^'^ and &>W> of

tempered ultradistributions. First we give a short survey of the notation which

will be used in this paper. The sets of nonnegative integers, natural real, and

complex numbers are denoted by No, N, R, and C. The letter f (without
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super- or subscript) denotes a positive constant, not necessarily the same at each
occurrence. M is a family of positive sequences which increase to infinity. The

norm in U , r e [1, oo], is denoted by || • ||r. The Fourier transform of cp e Lx

is given by

9-<p{£) = m = -}==( <p(x)e-*x dx.
V2n Jr

Mp is a sequence of positive numbers which satisfy the following conditions

[8]:

(M.O) M0 = 1;

(M.l) M2<Ma_xMa+x,        a EN;

(M.2)   Ma<AHa min MpMa_p,        aeN, for some A>0, H>0;

(M.3) Y   ^r1<Aa-^,        aeN, for some A>0,

and mp = Mp/Mp-X ,peN. The letters A and H will denote the constants

mentioned in (M.2). The so-called associated function for the sequence Mp is

M(p) = sup Xozd?/Mp),        P>0.
peN0

The associated function for the sequence Np = Mp(Y\i<k<pak), ap e £%, is

denoted by Nap.

For the definition and the properties of the ultradistribution space 3'(M")
(resp. 3'{M''}) of Beurling (resp. Roumieu) type we refer to [8]. The common

notation for the symbols (Mp) and {Mp} will be * .

As in [15], for r e [1, oo], we put

3^p) = proj lim3™ph ,       3^Mp} = indlim^. ,

where 3™"h is the space of functions <p from C°° for which

(1) 11*11^*= sup Jg*< 00.
a6N0   rlaMa

Since 3* is dense in 31,, r e [1, oo), and the inclusion mapping is contin-

uous, the corresponding strong duals of 3[r, 3£„, q = r/(r-1), are subspaces

of ultradistribution spaces. We denote by 38* the completion of 3* in 3^ .

The strong dual of &* is 3'j\. Let

^L{^}=projlim^, ,

where 3^r't , lp e & , is the space of functions <p from C°° for which

(2) H*llLM = 8ttp     llda(PnM <«>.

and let us denote the completion of 3^M^ in 3^M^ by ^^M^ . The strong

dual of 3uMp} is denoted by 3^Mp}, q = r/(r - 1), and the strong dual of
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<%{mp} js denoted by 3'L\Mp]. From [15, Lemma 3(i), (ii)] it follows that in

the set theoretical sense 3vMp) = 3uMp}, r e (1, oo), and J^W = #<*»>

and that the inclusion mappings /: 3uMp} -» 3VMA and i: 3^ -» j^W

are continuous. Hence, 3L* is a topological subspace of 3L\

Let ft > 0 (resp. bpe3Z)

ft(i)=n(1+*4) (-^-n ('+&))■  f€R
F6 (resp. Fj ) is an ultrapolynomial of class (Mp) (resp. {Mp}) (see [8, Propo-

sition 4.5]), which means that P(£) = 5Za6N0 a<£a > £ e * > where the coefficients

aa satisfy the estimate |flQ| < WlaMa , a e N0 , for some / > 0 and W (resp.

for every / > 0 and some W). Applying [9, Lemma 3.4] we get that in the

Roumieu case it is equivalent to the assertion "there is a sequence lpe3i and

^ such that |aQ| < <^'(X[x<p<alp)Ma, a e N0". We will need the following

two estimates

expM(^K|) < Pb(Z)   (resp. e*pNbp(\i\) < P^i)),       Z e R,

see [8]; there exist r > 0 and W such that

(resp.   (^y) '   < ^exp[-A^(|c;|)] j ,       £ e R, y e N0.

An ultradistribution F is in 3'^Mp) (resp. ^J"'}), q e [1, oo], if and only

if there are b > 0 (resp. 6P e «^) such that

f = Pb(D)Fx+F2   (resp. f = Pbp(D)Fx + F2),        0=jjp

where Fx, F2e Lq [15, Theorem 1].
The space J?"*  of tempered ultradistributions is defined and investigated

in [11].   In the special case when Mp  is a Gevrey's sequence space J?"(M")

is investigated in [16]. The space 5^1Mp'm, m > 0, is the space of smooth

functions cp which satisfy

/ 2        \  1/2

a«,2(p)=( E /li^^ + w^V^w dx\   <oo,

equipped with the topology induced by the norm <7m,2 • The spaces S?^Mp) and

^'iMp) of tempered ultradistributions of Beurling and Roumieu type respec-

tively are defined as the strong duals of

^W = limproj^'m   and   ^(^> = limind^'"1
w—oo m->0

respectively.
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The Fourier transform is an isomorphism of spaces S?* and &"* onto

themselves.
The space cf^p) (resp. cf^Mp}) of multipliers of ^'W (resp. ^'W)

consists of ultradifferentiable functions cp such that for every r > 0 there is
m > 0 (resp. for some r > 0 and every m > 0)

sup ̂ nrrllexP[-A/'(ml ■ I)]p(q)II°° < °°-
a€N0 raMa

In the Beurling case this result is proved in [10], but the proof in the Roumieu

case is quite analogous. The Fourier transform is an isomorphism of cf^ onto

tf'c*, where cf'* denotes the space of convolution operators-convolutors of &"*,
whose explicit characterization is given in [15, Proposition 9].

2. Hypoellipticity in 3L*q, q e [1, oo]

We define hypoelliptic convolution operators in 3'^ as follows: An ultra-

distribution S £ 3'*K is hypoelliptic in 3'^ if every solution U in 3'L*X of the
convolution equation

(4) S*U=V

belongs to 3[oo, when V is in 3^x . In that case equation (4) is also called

hypoelliptic in 3L*X .

The space of convolution operators in 3L*X is 3£ ; therefore, hypoellip-

tic convolution operators in 3^ have to be characterized as a subspace of

3[*. Because of lack of differentiability of their Fourier transforms, in this

paper we consider only the subclasses of 3^ containing cf1*, whose Fourier

transforms are C°°-functions of ultrapolynomial growth. In this class we char-

acterize hypoelliptic convolution operators in 3{lo. But we have an example

of a hypoelliptic convolution operator in 3jlc which is not in this class.
We will now establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a convolution

operator to be hypoelliptic in 3'^ . The result is proved only for subclasses

of convolution operators in 3'^ , and the proof is based on an idea similar to

the one for distribution spaces used in [13, 18, 19]. However, some problems
appear to be specific for ultradistributions, and they have been solved.

Definition \. S e 3'L\Mp) (resp. 3'L\Mp}) is said to be of class Ha , a > 0 (resp.

Hap, ap e 3), if the Fourier transform S is a C°°-function such that there

exists / > 0 (resp. (lp) e 3?) for which

£ -^M^(x) = ^(exp[M(/|x|)]

reSp- Ettt-—rTfS^=cf(^p[Nlp(\x\)]\ ,        |x|->oo.

The above-defined class of ultradistributions will be used for our study of

hypoellipticity in 3'^p) (resp. 3'^p}).

Lemma 1. Let S be an ultradistribution whose Fourier transform is of the form

(6) S = £M&.
;GN
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where {y is a sequence of real numbers such that

(7) 2'<2|<M|<|</|,       jeN,

and aj are complex numbers such that for some (resp. each) m > 0

(8) \aj\=c?(exp[M(m\clj\)]).

(1) S belongs to 3'^p) (resp. 3L{"p}).

(2) S belongs to 31^"' (resp. 3[^) if and only if for each (resp. some)
rC>0

(9) \aj\ = o(exp[-M(k\Zj\)])-

Note that according to [9, Lemma 3.4] in the Roumieu case condition (8)

(i.e., "for each m > 0 (8) holds") is equivalent to

(10) |tf,|=^(exp[/Vmp(|cJ;|)])

for some mp e 31, and condition (9) is equivalent to

(11) KI = o(exp[-7V,p(|^|)])

for each kp e 31 .

Proof. (1) Let us first prove that the sum S = Y,jzn aje'x!"J converges in 3'L^"'>

(resp. 3'L{^p}). Suppose that cp e 3{™p) (resp. 3DMp)). Using the fact that

for each ultrapolynomial F of class (Mp) (resp. {Mp}) satisfies

IF^-VO^IIF^Ih,
we conclude that, for each b > 0, some / > 0 and %? (resp. for each bp e 3? ,
some lpe3i and ^)

i^i^E ^ii^ii.

U2)     ( 9 '\ \
resp. \r- V(OI < j^ £ Tn—W11^1'    '       * e R.

Hence, for b > 0, such that b <2m and some / > 0 (resp. bp e 3$ , such

that bp < 2mp , p e N, and some lp e 31)

\(S, cp)\ <Y,\aj(eixi',<p)\ < EKII^"V(^)I

"is**"*)
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which imply that S converges in 3'l^p) (resp. 3'^^). In the Roumieu case

the convergence in 3'£H?P   implies that S converges in 3Lxf"'.

(2) Suppose that S belongs to 3L^p) (resp. 3[^p}). For every ultradiffer-

ential operator P(D) of class (Mp) (resp. {Mp}) and every cp e 3uMp' (resp.

3^p})
(eixu(P(D)S(x)), cp(x)) ^ 0   as \u\ -► oo, u e R.

This follows from the next calculation

\(eixu(P(D)S(x)),<p(x))\ = |i f(P(D)S(x)Mx)Deix"dx
I" Jr.

<^- I \D(P(D)S(x))cp(x)\dx<^-

Note, 3V c 3[2, cp e L2 . Passing to the Fourier transform we get

(eixu(P(D)S(x)),cp(x)) = (3r(eixu(P(D)S(x)))(i),^(cp)(Q)

= (P(Z + u)S(Z + u), </>(£))

= (§(£), P(Z)<p(Z-u))-

Therefore, for each ultradifferential operator P(D) of class (Mp) (resp. {Mp})

(13) ^flji'ty^-i/j^O   as |w| -> oo, u eR.

;eN

Let us fix cp e 3^Mp) (resp. 3^Mp}) so that

(14) \0(O)\ >1

and

(15) ?(O = 0   for |«fi > 1.

Suppose that condition (9) is not satisfied. There is c e N (resp. cp e 3$) and

A > 0 such that

(16) exp[M(c\Zj\)]\aj\ > A   (resp. exp[/VCp(|£,|)]|a;| > A)

for a subsequence of Oj, which we may take as the whole sequence without loss

of generality. Let Uj = £/, j e N. Making use of (7) and (15) we obtain

Y/aJP($j)<P(Zj-uk) = 0.
7'eN

On the other hand, conditions (14) and (16) imply that if P = Pc (resp. P =

Pcp)

\ak\Pc(!;k)<p(0) > A   (resp. \ak\PCp(Zk)<p(0) > A).

This contradicts the convergence (13).

Conversely, if (9) holds then

SUP ̂ -||S(a)||oo <  SUP V; Hfl^l^r^lloo < 00,

which implies S e 3[jtp) (resp. S e 3^p}).   U
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Theorem 1. Let S be an ultradistribution in 3'^p) (resp. 3'L\Mp]) which is of

class Ha (resp. H0p). Then S is hypoelliptic in 3'^p) (resp. 3L{J?p}) if and
only if there exist k > 0 and £0 > 0 (resp. for every k > 0 there exists £0 > 0)

such that

(17) \S{Z)\>exp[M(k\Z\)]>        £eR>  Kl>&.
Proof. (1) Suppose that condition (17) is not fulfilled.   Then there exists a

sequence £/ defined as in Lemma 1 and such that

\S(Zj)\<exp[M(Mj\)],        i€N.

The series U - £,-6N e,xi' converges in 3'{^ , but it does not in 3^ . On the

other hand,
S*U = Y,S(Zj)eixi>.

y'eN

Applying Lemma 1 we conclude that S *U is in 3lx . Thus S is not hypoel-

liptic in 3L*X .

(2) Let y/ be an element of 3{Mp^ (resp. 3^Mp^), such that

(i,     K|<KU,
rh'   \o,     |{|>|{0| + i.

We define the Fourier transform R of R by the formula

~      ro, icki&i,
l(i-^(0)/5({),     |£|>|&|.

The above definition of R has sense since S satisfies (17).

There exists b > 0 (resp. bp e 3?) such that

Q(i) = R(Z)/Pb(Z)   (resp. Q(i) = R(Z)/Pbp(Z)),

and all its derivatives belong to L1. We will prove it only in the Roumieu case,
since the proof in the Beurling case is analogous. By the iterated "chain rule"

rl°(l\ V V*        fiP (d°>S)(d°>S)---(d°rS)

l<J<aai + -+Or« °

Applying estimates (3), of derivatives of \/Pb (resp. 1/F^), we obtain that

for each fixed a e N0 and bp e 32 such that 2bp > Ha~Hp, p e N, where
lp e3i is the same as in (5), there exist r > 0, W, and Wa = W(a) such that

^«)i^E(?)|(^)M,||(i«))W

O<0<a  V     '

V        V      «,« mPM^Mh...MPytxp[yNlpm)]

<Waexp[-M(k\^\)],        £eR.
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Therefore, the following integration by parts

\Q(x)\ = i}-\[eb*Q(Qdz\
2n I At I

where W depends on the choice of a, has sense. It follows that Q is an Ll

function and so the ultradistribution R = Pb(D)Q (resp. R = Pbp(D)Q) is in

3'L\Mp) (resp. 3'L\Mp]). Furthermore,

5«)£«?) = l-r(«.

By the inverse Fourier transform, we see that R is a parametrix for S, that is,

5 * R = 8 - W, where W = y/ .
Now assume that S * U = V , where V e 3^ and U e 3L*X . We have

U = U*S = U*(S *R) + U*IV = (U*S) *R + U*W = V*R + U*W.

It is easy to check that V * R and U *W belong to 3^ , and so U is in
3^.   □

The fact that the Fourier transform is a topological isomorphism from cf'*

onto cf£f implies that every ultradistribution in cf'c "' (resp. tf'c Mp ) is of

class Ha (resp. Hap). Therefore,

Corollary 1. Let S be an ultradistribution in cf'c{Mp) (resp. cf'c{Mp)). Then S

is hypoelliptic in 3^"' (resp. 3L\o ) if and only if there exist k > 0 and

£o > 0 (resp. for every k > 0 there exists £o > 0) such that (17) holds.

Corollary 2. The same assumptions as in Theorem 1 imply that every solution

U in 3'j*,, q e [1, oo], of the equation (4) is in 3[q whenever V is in 3l„.

Proof. Analogously as in the proof of the sufficiency of the theorem, R e 3'j\

and U =V*R+U*W. Since 3l„ *3[* c 3*Lq, we have that U is in 3£q.   D

If the given convolution operator 5" is in 3'j\ then we have the following

weak version of the regularity theorem.

Theorem 2. If an ultradistribution S e 3'j\ satisfies condition (17), then every

solution U in 3^ of the equation (4) with V e 3£2 is in 3^ .

Proof. Applying the same argument as in Theorem 1, we construct the contin-

uous function R(£) and b > 0 (resp. bp e 31) so that

G(0 = m/Pb(i)   (resp. Q(Z) = R(Z)/Pbp(Z)),       ^r,

is in L2. By Planchard's theorem Q is in L2 and R = Pb(D)Q (resp. R =

Pbp(D)Q) is in 3'*2. Also

U= U*d = V*R + U*V.

Since V is in 3*Ll and V * R and U * W belong to 3^ , U is in 3^ .   D

We give now two examples of hypoelliptic operators, one of which is not of

class Ha (resp. H0p).
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Example 1. Let S = *-M . Since S{£) = 1/(1 + £2) is in cf'* and satisfies the
condition of the Theorem 1, S is hypoelliptic in 3'£x .

Example 2. Let S = l/(l+x2)+<5. Its Fourier transform S(£) = e~^ + l is not

a C1-function, but it satisfies condition (17). From the fact that 1/(1 + x2) e

3^ , which follows from the estimation

1(1/(1 +£2))W|< 3'0J+1)!,        ^R,

and the fact that 3^ * 3^ c 3^ , it follows that S is a hypoelliptic convo-

lution operator in 3^ .
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